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QUESTION
1. Is the Generic Structure Potential of Japanese nursery
tales proposed by Thomson (2001) applicable to other
tales?

2.What are the common linguistic patterns that are shared
across nursery tales?
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Corpus
FOLK
TALES

uguisu no sato
Village of Warbler
(Warbler Text)

tsurnyooboo
Crane Wife
(Crane Text)

meshikuwanu onna
(kuwazunyooboo)
Woman who does not eat
(Witch Text)

Warbler Text
Long time ago, there was a man…
The man found a house at a mountain.
He met a woman.

The woman asked
Would you take care of the house, while I
am away?

He accepted.

The woman asked
Please do not enter the rooms.

He broke the promise and entered the rooms.

He dropped eggs in one of the rooms.

He just stood there and stretched.

The woman came
back.

The woman reproached him because the eggs
are her daughters. And she turned into a
Japanese warbler and flew away.

Crane Text
There was a man called Karoku…
One night, a beautiful
woman visited his house.

He saved a crane.

They got married.

He found that his wife was a crane.

The wife turned into a
crane and flew away.

He looked for his wife and found her.
The wife offered a dinner.
He returned his home by himself.

Witch Text
There was a man who was single…
He said …

One night, a beautiful
woman who did not eat
visited his house.

I would get married,
If there were a woman who did not eat.
They got married.

He found that his wife was actually the
woman who eats everything (even if
humans), and tried to escape.

He managed to kill his wife by chance.

The wife captured him

Question 1
Is the Generic Structure Potential of
Japanese nursery tales proposed by
Thomson (2001) applicable to other
tales?

Thomson (2001)
adopting Hasan (1984)
The Melon Princess

The Peach Boy

(<Placement>) Initiating Event ^ (<Placement>) Sequent Event*^
(<Placement>) Final Event [^ (Finale) · (Moral)]

Thomson (2001) continued
(<Placement>) Initiating Event ^ (<Placement>) Sequent Event*^
(<Placement>) Final Event [^ (Finale) · (Moral)]
Placement

- “Particularise a character and may also impersonalise the
character(s) and distance them temporally”

Initiating
Event

- “includes three parts: a frame, a main act and a sequel. The
frame provides background for the main event which is a ‘onetime’ happening from which tale unfolds”. The sequel frustrates
the expectation set up by the main act.”

Sequent
Event

- “build and set up Final event”

Final Event

- is “a culmination of the events in the tale”

Finale

- is the element in which ‘return to altered rest’ arises.

Thomson (2001) continued
(<Placement>) Initiating Event ^ (<Placement>) Sequent Event*^
(<Placement>) Final Event [^ (Finale) · (Moral)]
Obligatory

Initiating Event
Sequent Event
Final Event

(Optional)

Placement
Finale
Moral

Iterative*

Sequent Event, Placement

<inclusion>

Placement

Structure of Warbler Text
P^IE^SE^SE^SE^SE^FE
Placement

Temporal distance: long time ago, at a mountain …
Character particularisation: there was a young woodcutter …

Initiating Event

Frame: one day
Main act: the protagonist went to the mountain as usual…
Sequel: he found a house that he had never seen …

Sequent Event

he met a beautiful woman and promised that he would not
enter the rooms in the house, while she is away.

Sequent Event

he broke the promise and entered the rooms.

Sequent Event

he found three eggs and dropped them ..

Sequent Event

the woman returned, blaming that he killed her daughters,
then she turned into a warbler and flew.

Final Event

he watched the bird flying and noticed that there was no
house …

Structure of Crane Text
P^IE^SE^SE^SE^SE^FE^FI
<Placement>

Character particularisation: there was a man called Karoku
Frame: in winter

Initiating Event

Main act: the protagonist saved a crane
Sequel/Character particularisation: a beautiful woman
dropped by and married with the protagonist

Sequent Event
Sequent Event
Sequent Event
Sequent Event

The woman made beautiful cloth, but on the condition that no
one enters the room where she makes the cloth. The wife asked
Karuku to sell the cloth. Karoku went to sell the cloth to the
emperor who asked to make her to make one more. The woman
agreed to make one more cloth, but Karoku watched her
making it, and so, she turned into a crane, then flew away.

Sequent Event

Karoku went to search for her.

Final Event

Karoku found her

Finale

Altered rest: Karoku returned his home by himself.

Structure of Witch Text
P^IE^SE^SE^SE^SE^SE^FE
<Placement>

Temporal distance: Long time ago, at a place
Character particularisation: there was a man …

Initiating Event

Frame/Character particularisation: since he was single …
Main act: his friend suggested that the protagonist should find
a wife, and the protagonist rejected it by saying “only
introduce me to a woman who does not eat, please”

Sequel: a woman who dose not eat came to his house …
Sequent Event
Sequent Event
Sequent Event
Sequent Event

the protagonist married with the woman and found out that
she was, in fact, the woman who eats everything including
humans.

Sequent Event

the protagonist attempted to escape from the woman

Final Event

the protagonist killed the woman

SP of the three tales
[<Placement> ^ Initiating Event] ^ Sequent Event*^ Final Event ^ (Finale)

Obligatory

Placement
Initiating Event
Sequent Event
Final Event

(Optional)

Finale

Iterative*

Sequent Event

<inclusion>

Placement

Testing the applicability of Thomson’s GSP

SP of the three tales
[<Placement> ^ Initiating Event] ^ Sequent Event*
^ Final Event ^ (Finale)

SP suggested by Thomson (2001)
(<Placement>) Initiating Event ^
(<Placement>) Sequent Event*^
(<Placement>) Final Event [^ (Finale) · (Moral)]

Question 2
What are the common linguistic
patterns that are shared across
tales?

uguisu no sato
Village of Warbler
Ideational

(Warbler Text)

Textual

meshikuwanu onna
(kuwazunyooboo)

tsurnyooboo
Crane Wife

Woman who does not eat

(Crane Text)

(Witch Text)

Interpersonal

Strategies for realising attitude
(Martin and White 2005 )

Shared Pattern 1: inscribe
Warbler
uguisunosato
afford, 19%
flag, 11%

provoke, 4%
inscribe, 67%

Crane
tsurunyooboo
afford, 4%
flag, 29%

Witch

meshikuwanu onna
afford, 11%

inscribe, 42%

provoke, 4%
inscribe, 64%

flag, 33%
provoke, 14%

Warbler

uguisu no sato : strategies

70%
60%
50%
inscribe
provoke
flag
afford

40%
30%

Witch

meshikuwanu onna : strategies

20%
30%

10%
25%

0%
Placement

Initiating
Event

Sequent
Event

Final Event

Finale

20%

inscribe
provoke
flag
afford

15%
10%
5%

Crane

tsurunyooboo : strategies

0%

Placement
35%

30%

25%

inscribe
provoke
flag
afford

20%

15%

10%

5%

0%

Placement

Initiating Event Sequent Event

Final Event

Finale

Initiating
Event

Sequent
Event

Final Event

Finale

Shared Pattern 2: Frequency
Warbler
uguisu
no sato

Witch

meshikuwanu onna

clause with
attitude, 24%

clause with
attitude,
21%

clause
without
attitude,
79%

clause without
attitude, 76%

Crane

tsurunyooboo

clause
without
attitude, 82%

clause with
attitude, 18%

0%

100%
Folk Tale
(ave.21%)

Persuasive
(ave.49%)

Shared Pattern 3: Instance in IE
and SE
Instances of Attitude

Warbler
Crane

30

Witch

25
20

meshikuwanu onna
tsurunyooboo
uguisunosato

15
10
5
0

<Placement>

Initiating Event

Sequent Event

Final Event

Finale

<Placement> Initiating Event
Instances of Attitude
30
25
20

meshikuwanu onna
tsurunyooboo
uguisunosato

15
10
5

Initiating Event: setting situation

[<Placement>^Initiating Event: character particularisation

0

<Placement>

Initiating Event

Sequent Event

Final Event

Finale

Sequent Event
Instances of Attitude

Sequent Event: the shift of the evaluation towards the protagonists
and/or the woman

30
25
20

meshikuwanu onna
tsurunyooboo
uguisunosato

15
10
5
0

<Placement>

Beginning
Warbler text
Appraised: the protagonist
正直者 (honest man)

Event
Breaking the promise
and dropping the

Initiating Event

Sequent Event

Final Event

Finale

Toward the Last
Sequent Event
Appraised: the protagonist

eggs (the daughters
of the woman)

あてにならぬ (unreliable)

Appraised: the woman

Finding out that the

Appraised: the woman

いい嫁 (great wife)

wife was a mountain
witch

肝をつぶす (surprised and
scared)

Appraised: the woman

Finding out that the

Appraised: the woman

立派な女 (splendid woman)

wife was a crane

あいそもつきた (lose affection)

Witch Text

Crane Text

Shared Pattern 4: lack of the evaluation
towards the protagonist’s in the end of the
tales
Witch
meshikuwanu onna : Appraised

uguisu Warbler
no sato : Appraised
60%
70%

50%

60%

40%

50%

30%

40%

20%

30%

10%

20%

30%

0%

25%
Placement

the protagonist
the woman
Crane
tsurunyooboo : Appraised
others

0%

35%

10%

the protagonist
the woman
others

Placement Initiating
Event

Initiating
20%
Event

Sequent
Event

Final Event

Sequent
Event

Finale

10%
5%
0%
Initiating
Event

Sequent Final Event
Event

Finale

the protagonist
the woman
others

15%

Placement

Final
Event

Finale

Summary: the patterns shared
across the texts
 The feature ‘inscribe’ is most frequently used.
 In all texts, about 20% of the clauses contain an
instance of attitude.
 The system of ATTITUDE is used in Initiating Event
or <Placement>^Initiating Event, and Sequent Event.
 In IE or <Placement>^IE, the instances are used for setting
up situation and particularising the characters interpersonally.
 In SE, the instances are used for expressing a shift of the
evaluation towards the protagonist or the woman.

 The last action of the protagonist is not often
evaluated.

Discussion & Conclusion

Why are these patterns shared?
 The feature ‘inscribe’ is most frequently used.
 In all texts, about 20% of the clauses contain an instance of
attitude.
 The system of ATTITUDE is used in Initiating Event or
<Placement>^Initiating Event, and Sequent Event.
 In IE or <Placement>^IE, the instances are used for setting
up situation and particularising the characters interpersonally.
 In SE, the instances are used for expressing a shift of the
evaluation towards the protagonist or the woman.
 The last action of the protagonist is not often evaluated.

Why?
 Japanese folk tales is a place where children observe
and practice how to evaluate others in order to
develop relationship with other members of a
community.

Evaluation in Reality
shakai (society)
ie (family)

indirect
direct
How and where can children learn about developing
interpersonal relation?
they need explicit examples before they can handle implicit
expression.
How and where can they learn?

valued

(Naruse 1984)

The World of Fantasy!

Learning through nursery tales
 About 20% of clauses
contain attitude.
 The feature ‘inscribe’ is
the most probable.

Provide the occasion in which
children can experience explicit
evaluation towards others, while
entertaining!

 The system of
ATTITUDE is used in
Initiating Event
and/or
Are
these patterns
are sharedinterpersonal
in other talesrelationship
…?
a social
strategy
for developing
<Placement>,
and
Children observe how to evaluate
Sequent Event.
others, based on a series of events
 There is the shift of the
which trigger an evaluation.
protagonist’s or the
woman’s evaluation.
 In the end of the stories,
protagonist is often not
evaluated.

Children practice how to evaluate or
position yourself by guessing the
protagonist’s feeling
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Thanks very much for listening!!

